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"Where the telescope ends the 
microscope begins, 
and who can say which has the 
wider vision?" 
- Victor Hugo (?) -

http://www.microbial-systems-ecology.de/links_taxonomy.html
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Today

Topics

• The need for names in an applied context (food labelling, risk groups of 
microorganisms, search and discovery in biotechnology)

• Names are the result of taxonomic studies
• What is a species? How do we circumscribe species?
• Identification, classification and nomenclature
• Procedures and resources

• Evolution in taxonomy: phylogenetic trees as tools for inferring 
relationships among genes and organisms

Be interactive!
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The strain is everything
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The strain is everything
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The strain is everything

Aquifex aeolicus VF5 (Nature, 1998)

April 2018: 

2670 papers referring to 

Aquifex aeolicus in 

PubMed Central 

(519 in PubMed)

“Aquifex aeolicus” is
not a validly published name 7



The strain is everything, but…

“What's in a name? that which we call a rose by any other 
name would smell as sweet...”
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The need for names

• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring to organisms

Names provide

- a unique framework for scientific communication

- the definition of a “structured knowledge”

“What's in a name? that which we call a rose by any other 
name would smell as sweet...”
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The need for names

• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring 

to organisms

• What if we deal with
• Pro-technological organisms?
• Pathogens?
• Microbiome data? 
Are names important?

Baltrus (2016) suggested that classification should be independent on 
nomenclature, based on numerical non-Linnean classification system… we’ll see 
what happens in the future
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The need for names

• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring 

to organisms

• Applied importance:
• food labelling

• risk groups of microorganisms

• search and discovery in biotechnology
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The need for names

Safety rules and regulations (national and international, public 

health, environmental laws, intellectual property rights etc.)

• Risk groups 

• QPS status 

are LISTS OF NAMES
Links

- https://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/topics/topic/qualified-presumption-safety-qps

(https://efsa.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.2903/j.efsa.2018.5131)

- GRAS (generally regarded as safe) status (FDA, www.fda.gov/ EFFCA, www.effca.org)

- ABSA: American Biological Safety Association https://my.absa.org/Riskgroups
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The need for names

• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring 

to organisms

• Applied importance:
• food labelling

• risk groups of microorganisms

• search and discovery in biotechnology
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The need for names

• Scientific names and/or commercial names?
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• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring

to organisms

• Applied importance:
• food labelling
• risk groups of microorganisms
• search and discovery in biotechnology

- Microbiome data
- Colturomic analyses
Could reveal novel organisms… How do I know if this is NOVEL or ALREADY 
KNOWN?

The need for names
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• Scientific importance: conventional way for referring 

to organisms

• Applied importance:
• food labelling
• risk groups of microorganisms
• search and discovery in biotechnology

- Microbiome data
- Colturomic analyses
Could reveal novel organisms… How do I know if this is NOVEL or ALREADY 

KNOWN? NAMES and species descriptions!

The need for names
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A focus on probiotics

Hill et al. 2014 Nat. Rev. Gastroenterol. Hepatol. doi:10.1038/nrgastro.2014.66
The International Scientific Association for Probiotics and Prebiotics consensus statement on the scope and appropriate 
use of the term probiotic

Possible 
distribution of 
mechanisms
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A focus on probiotics

• Probiotic effects are generally considered strain-specific

• Strain identity is important to:
• link a strain to a specific health effect 
• enable accurate surveillance and epidemiological studies
• possible exception S. thermophilus and L. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus to 

enhance lactose digestion in lactose intolerant individuals  where there is 
suitable scientific substantiation of health benefits that are not strain specific, 
individual strain identity is not critical

• Speciation of the bacteria must be established using the most 
current, valid methodology, combination of phenotypic and genetic 
tests be used.

18



Genus/species/strain

• Nomenclature of the bacteria must conform to the current, 
scientifically recognized names. 

• Protracted use of older or misleading nomenclature is not acceptable 
on product labels

• The use of incorrect names
• does not properly identify the probiotic bacterium in the product 

• forces consumers and regulatory agencies to make assumptions about the 
identity of the real bacterium being sold.
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Probiotics, mechanisms and taxonomic levels

Hill et al. 2014 Nat. Rev. Gastroenterol. Hepatol. doi:10.1038/nrgastro.2014.66
20

Speciation of the bacteria must be 

established using the most 

current, valid methodology, 

combination of phenotypic and 

genetic tests be used.



Techniques for identification

• DNA-DNA hybridization

• 16S rRNA sequencing, it is recommended that this genotypic technique be combined with 
phenotypic tests for confirmation.

• Patterns generated from the fermentation of a range of sugars and final fermentation products 
obtained from glucose utilization are key phenotypes that should be investigated for 
identification purposes.

• Strain typing
• Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) is the gold standard. 
• Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) can also be used, but is less reproducible. 
• Determination of the presence of extrachromosomal genetic elements, such as plasmids can contribute to 

strain typing and characterization.

• It is recommended that all strains be deposited in an internationally recognized culture collection.

• Today: genome sequencing, DDH and ANI values calculation
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Taxonomy: what’s in a name? 

www.bbc.co.uk/.../challenge/images/passport.jpg 
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Taxonomy

grouping and NAMING of 
organisms on the basis of 

SIMILARITY

diversity (ecological concept) exists

names (artificial delineation of diversity) are needed

Names indicate species, 
the species is an artificial and pragmatic unit



Keywords

• taxonomy/systematics: 3 inter-related but different
sub-disciplines

• classification: involves the recognition of similarities and 
relationships as a basis for the arrangement of the bacteria
into taxonomic groups or taxa. The basic unit is the species

• identification: the recognition of an organism as a member
of one of the established taxa, by the comparison of a 
number of characters with those in the description

• nomenclature: attribution of univocal names to taxa
classified and identified
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Key points

• classification / identification:
• dependent on technical advancements

• intrinsic characteristics of the analysed organisms

• vary in time

• nomenclature:
• given a classification scheme, rules are fixed and standard among scientists 

• names could change according to classification

• the species...



What is a (bacterial) species?

Species Concept

idea and theoretical framework that explain 

what the unit species can be

Different interpretations by taxonomists, ecologists, 

evolutionary biologists!!

Evolving concept
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The species concept for prokaryotes
2001

“a monophyletic and genomically

coherent cluster of individual 

organisms that show a high degree 

of overall similarity in many 

independent characteristics, and is 

diagnosable by a discriminative

phenotypic property”

2015

“a category that circumscribes 

monophyletic, and genomically

and phenotypically coherent 

populations of individuals that can 

be clearly discriminated from other 

such entities by means of 

standardized parameters”
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The “species problem”

• phylosophical aspect: species concept
• a category or an evolving population?

• defined by the characteristics that biologists use to identify it? or an evolving 
entity existing in nature? 

• practical aspect: species delineation/definition
• how is a species recognized and described?
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Species concept-delineation

• Linnean taxonomic scheme is based on species

• higher organisms:
• the species consists of populations of organisms that can reproduce with one

another and that are reproductively isolated from other such populations
(Ernst Mayr, Biological Species Concept, 1942)

definition of “organisms” and “sex” for bacteria?

29



Bacterial organisms and sex

• bacterial “organisms” are the strains:
• groups of cells (cultures) descending from the division of one cell

• cells evolve...

• bacterial sex: conjugation, natural competence, HGT, mobile elements, 
plasmids...

30

how can we define and delimitate a microbial species?



Species Definition

the way we circumscribe the unit, i.e. compilation of 

different parameters that allows unequivocal 

identification

We need a reference point, link between existing
diversity and the (artificial) taxonomic scheme

type strain

31
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What’s the type strain

• strain to which the name of the taxon is permanently attached, 
definition of the reference point, the link between existing diversity
and the artificial taxonomic scheme

• type strain must to be available to the scientific community (deposit
in at least TWO culture collections)

• Publication must be on 
• Int J of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology (IJSEM)

• Other journals + Validation Lists on IJSEM
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Species is a pragmatic unit

• DNA-DNA hybridization (DDH) 

• 16S rRNA gene sequence
analysis useful also for 
phylogeny

• Type strain: strain to which the 
name of the taxon is
permanently attached

• Techniques used for species
delineation determine similarity
 cut-off values for 
identification
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PHYLO-PHENETIC delineation of the bacterial 

species : 

1. phylogeny: 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis

2. overall similarity (>70% DNA-DNA hybridization)

3. distinctive phenotype
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What is
DDH?

36

https://isntsciencewonderful.wo
rdpress.com/2016/04/10/dna-
hybridisation-as-cool-as-it-
sounds/



DDH and 16S rRNA gene similarity
Stackebrandt & Ebers, 2006
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16S rRNA gene sequence similarity < 98.8%:  strains belong to different species

DDH and 16S rRNA gene similarity
Stackebrandt & Ebers, 2006
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Improvements in genome sequencing
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Improvements in genome sequencing
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2014-2015

Bergey’s International Society for Microbial Systematics
(BISMiS) April 7-10th, 2014 Edinburgh, Scotland

Int J Syst Evol Microbiol Volume 64, Issue 2, February 2014
Special Collection: Genomics for Next-Generation Taxonomy and 

Phylogenetics of Micro-Organisms

Syst Appl Microbiol Volume 38, Issue 4, June 2015
Special issue: Taxonomy in the age of genomics 
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Standardized parameters…

Overall Genome Relatedness Indices:
• Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) (Konstantidinis & Tedje 2005, Goris et al. 2007, Richter & 

Rossello-Mora 2009)

• digital DNA-DNA hybridization (dDDH) (Meier-Kolthoff et al. 2014)

• Maximal Unique Matches (MUM) (Deloger et al. 2009)

• Tetranucleotide signature regression (TETRA) (Richter & Rossello-Mora 2009)

• Average Aminoacid Identity (AAI) (Rodrigues & Konstantinidis 2014) 

• Percentage of conserved proteins (POCP) (Qin et al. 2014)
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However…



Genome sequencing initiative for the type strains

However less than 50 % of species with validly 
published names are represented by genome 
sequences of their type strains “as of the time 
of writing” (Chun et al., 2018)
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Species delineation

• Phylo-phenetic approach:

• phylogeny: 16S rRNA gene 

sequence analysis

• overall similarity (>70% DNA-

DNA hybridization)

• distinctive phenotype

Overall Genome Relatedness
Indices (OGRI):

• Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) 
(Konstantidinis & Tedje 2005, Goris et al. 2007, Richter & 
Rossello-Mora 2009)

• digital DNA-DNA hybridization
(dDDH) (Meier-Kolthoff et al. 2014)

Phenotypic characterization

45



Overall genome related index (OGRI)

• values analogous to DDH values; similarity or distance 

• OGRIs can be used to check if a strain belongs to a known species by 
calculating the relatedness between genome sequences of the strains 
and type strain of a species

• generally accepted species boundaries 
• for ANI, 95~96%

• dDDH 70 %
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ANI- Average Nucleotide Identity

Measure of nucleotide-level genomic similarity between the coding
regions of two genomes

Important elements

Sequence identity

Coverage

- Completeness of the genomes

However less than 50% of genomes of the type strains of validly
described species is available (almost complete database of 16S rRNA
gene sequences of the type strains)
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Identification in the genomic era (Chun et al., 2018)

combination of 16S similarity 
and OGRI can be used 

• Use of 98.7 % as cutoff 
(assurance in the quality of 16S 
sequences)

• if genome sequence data of the 
type strains of the hit species are 
not available, it is recommended 
to obtain it

Also with Sanger sequencing

48
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Nomenclature 
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Bergey’ s Manual of 

Systematic Bacteriology

Taxonomic outlines are 

available online

Classification is hierachical
Taxonomic rank/Suffix Example

• Phylum

• Class

• Order -ales Pseudomonadales
Suborder -ineae Pseudomonadineae
Family -aceae Pseudomonadaceae
Subfamily -oideae Pseudomonadoideae
Tribe -eae Pseudomonadeae
Subtribe -inae Pseudomonadinae
Genus — Pseudomonas
(Subgenus) — (not for Pseudomonas)
Species — Pseudomonas fluorescens
Subspecies — Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes subsp. citrulli
Biovar — Pseudomonas fluorescens biovar I
Pathovar — Pseudomonas syringae pathovar tabaci
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The strain is everything
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Nomenclature 

• “is one step in an information management system, the scope of 
which is only limited by the bounds of the methods available for 
studying the organisms themselves and our ability to interpret and 
comprehend that information”- preface to the Prokaryotic Code 
(2008 Revision)

• “The International Code of Nomenclature of Prokaryotes is an 
instrument of scientific communication. Names have meaning only in 
the context in which they were formed and used” – general 
recommendation 8
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International Code of 
Nomenclature of 
Prokaryotes 

Cited as the “Prokaryotic 
Code (2008 Revision)“

Applied from the date of 
publication (2016).
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General Consideration 6 

Code is divided into 

• Principles 

• Rules

• Recommendations 
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General Consideration 6 

Code is divided into 
• Principles 
• Rules
• Recommendations 

1. Principles (Chapter 2) form the basis of the Code, and the Rules and 
Recommendations are derived from them. 

2. Rules (Chapter 3) are 
• designed to make effective the Principles, 
• to put the nomenclature of the past in order, and 
• to provide for the nomenclature of the future. 

3. Recommendations (Chapter 3) deal with subsidiary points and are appended to 
the Rules which they supplement. Recommendations do not have the force of 
Rules, intended to be guides to desirable practice in the future
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The strain is everything

Aquifex aeolicus VF5 (Nature, 1998)

April 2018: 

2670 papers referring to 

Aquifex aeolicus in 

PubMed Central 

(519 in PubMed)

“Aquifex aeolicus” is
not a validly published name 57



Valid publication of new names: fulfillment of 
requirements (rules 27, 30 and others)

among others:

• list of the strains included in the species

• characteristics of each strain, traits essential of the species, diagnostic
characteristics

• designation of the type strain for that species

58



Subspecies

A species may be divided into subspecies, 

• minor but consistent phenotypic variations within the species or 

• genetically determined clusters of strains within the species

Variety is a synonym of subspecies; its use is not encouraged as it 
leads to confusion

Taxa below the rank of subspecies (infrasubspecific subdivisions) are 
not covered by the Rules of the Code
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Where to find updated names?

List of Prokaryotic names with standing in Nomenclature
• LPSN http://www.bacterio.net/

Reference for classification Bergey's Manual of Systematics of Archaea and 
Bacteria (BMSAB) - Bergey’s manual Taxonomic Outline

• https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/pb-
assets/assets/9781118960608/Taxonomic_Outline_October_2017-
1507044705000.pdf

• SILVA- living Tree
• https://www.arb-

silva.de/fileadmin/silva_databases/living_tree/LTP_release_123/LSU_release_02_20
17/LTPs123_LSU_tree.pdf

60

http://www.bacterio.net/


Bioinformatics for taxonomic 
purposes

61



Bioinformatics for taxonomic purposes (Chun et al., 2018)

1. OGRI
• any measurements indicating how similar two genome sequences are
• direct descendant of DDH (still gold standard)
• taxonomic resolution limited to differentiate only closely related species
• not suitable for phylogenetic inference, especially at the suprageneric rank 

level
• average nucleotide identity (ANI) most widely used
• an alternative to ANI is digital DDH (Genome-to-Genome Distance Calculator; 

GGDC)
• authors who propose new species should provide OGRI values between the 

type strain of proposed species and type strains of related species that show 
≥98.7 % 16S sequence similarity
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Bioinformatics for taxonomic purposes (Chun et al., 2018)

2. Phylogenomic treeing (use of genome data to phylogenetic analysis)
• to explore the phylogenetic relationship at various taxonomic levels

• Inference of phylogenetic trees on the basis of multiple genes, instead of a 
single gene such as 16S

• active area of research with different scientific views

• Recommendation of using at least 30 genes, which is higher than that used in 
the traditional multilocus sequence analysis (MLSA)
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Software tools available (web-services and standalone)
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Important aspects (Chun et al., 2018)

• Choice of reference genome data from the public domain
• multiple genome sequences can be available for the same type strains

authentic genome sequences of the best quality are chosen for OGRI and phylogenomic
treeing

recommended criterion: N50 statistic* rather than the number of contigs

sequencing depth of coverage can also be useful, but usually not available 
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Other relevant elements

• DNA sequencing platforms 
• Illumina (USA), 

• Ion Torrent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) 

• Pacific Biosciences (USA) 

generate DNA sequence data that meet the general standards, if used with 
adequate experimental protocols

“Any other NGS platform that will be available in the future should be subject to 
rigorous evaluation before it can be used in prokaryotic taxonomic studies”
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Other relevant elements

• Quality of raw NGS data and assembled genome sequences
• the important statistic is the quality of the final assembly, not that of the raw 

data

• various software tools can be used to assemble the filtered raw reads into 
contigs

• Full genomes are better than contigs, but fragmented assemblies could be 
sufficient if redundancy is sufficient:

• Genome size. defined as the length sum of all contigs

• The number of contigs and N50

• Sequencing depth of coverage ≥50X is recommended (measured for all DNA sequencing 
platforms with adequate genome assembler software)
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N50 statistic

• defines assembly quality 

• Given a set of contigs, each with its own length, the N50 length is 
defined as the shortest sequence length at 50% of the genome

• example consider 9 contigs with the lengths 3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,and 19
• sum = 99

• half of the sum = 49,5

• 50% of this assembly would be 19 + 17 + 15 = 51 (about half the length of the sequence) 

• N50= 15 –> size of the contig which, along with the larger contigs, contain half of 
sequence of a particular genome

• L50 count: smallest number of contigs whose length sum produces 
N50 (L50=3)
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Other relevant elements

• Contamination in the genome assembly
• contaminating DNA sequences, even in a minor amount, can be incorporated 

into the genome assembly, in both culturing and DNA sequencing steps

• at present, only a few bioinformatic tools for detecting potential 
contaminations are available using 16S and protein-coding genes

• Be careful: HGT could be confusing
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Classification of genera and higher taxa

 OGRI: no taxonomic resolution above the species level

 multigene-based phylogenomic treeing approach for 
defining genera or higher taxa

• “The combination of phylogenomic treeing and highly 
conserved phenotypes, including chemotaxonomic markers, 
should play a significant role in the classification of genera and 
higher taxa”

• We’ll have a look at 

phylogeny afterwards 
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Classification of genera and higher taxa

• 16S similarity

71



Bergey’ s Manual of 

Systematic Bacteriology

Taxonomic outlines are 

available online

Infra-specific ranks
Taxonomic rank/Suffix Example

• Phylum

• Class

• Order -ales Pseudomonadales
Suborder -ineae Pseudomonadineae
Family -aceae Pseudomonadaceae
Subfamily -oideae Pseudomonadoideae
Tribe -eae Pseudomonadeae
Subtribe -inae Pseudomonadinae
Genus — Pseudomonas
(Subgenus) — (not for Pseudomonas)
Species — Pseudomonas fluorescens
Subspecies — Pseudomonas pseudoalcaligenes subsp. citrulli
Biovar — Pseudomonas fluorescens biovar I
Pathovar — Pseudomonas syringae pathovar tabaci
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Genome data in subspecies recognition

• No general guideline at the moment

• a good practice should include that (among others)
i) OGRIs between subspecies and other species should be lower than the 

species-level cutoff value

ii) OGRIs between subspecies should be higher than the species-level cutoff,

iii) strains belonging to different subspecies should be genomically coherent 
and form distinguishable clades by OGRIs and phylogenomic treeing
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Useful resources

• Classification
• Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology, now 2nd ed. (2001),  reference book for classification
• IJSEM
• International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes (ICSP) (www.the-icsp.org) and 

subcommittees

• Nomenclature
• Prokariotic Code available online
• IJSEM
• SAM and Ant van Leew
• Approved Lists of Bacterial Names (Int. J. Syst. Bacteriol, 1980,30:225-420) also 

available in http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/
• Validation Lists, published in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary 

Microbiology (or International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology, prior to 2000), 
available online at www.bacterio.cict.fr

• Culture collections 
• e.g. ATCC, LMG, DSMZ, JCM

http://www.the-icsp.org/
http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/
http://www.bacterio.cict.fr/


Genome-based taxonomy & taxonomy-based
genomics
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Examples in the genus
Lactobacillus
The genus level
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Lactobacillus

First description by Beijerinck in 1901, Type species: L. delbrueckii

1909 “The Lactic Acid Bacteria” by Orla Jensen

• 184 species, 220 validly published names since 1980

QPS List 

(EFSA)

GRAS notice 

(FDA)

EFFCA

Inventory

Patents

(ESPACENET)

36 species 12 species 86 species 22 species

77

Salvetti & O’Toole 2017



the beginning

Beijerinck, M.W. 1901. Archives Neerlandaises
des Sciences Exactes et Naturelles (Section 2) 

6:212–243.

1919 Orla Jensen:

morphology, nutritional characteristics, temperature 
range for growth and agglutination effects

78

Thermobacterium, Streptobacterium and

Streptococcus: mainly lactic acid besides traces of 

other by-products 

Betabacterium and Betacoccus: detectable amounts 

of gas and other by-products

Three subgenera of Lactobacillus
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Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes (KEGG)

1960 Van den Hamer and further studies

Diverse enzymatic content for carbohydrate metabolism
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Streptobacterium

fru-1,6-bP aldolase, 

glu-6-P dehydrogenase

6-Pgluconate dehydrogenase

Facultative heterofermentative

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes (KEGG)
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Betabacterium

obligately

heterofermentative

Thermobacterium

obligately

homofermentative

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes (KEGG)



Metabolic characteristics of LAB

• Oxygen tolerant, growth 2-53°C

• Capacity for respiration, fermentative metabolism

• Multiple auxotrophies for aminoacids, nucleotides and vitamins
(nutrient-rich environment)

82

Two major metabolic groups:

1. Homofermentative: 

Hexoses via EMP pathway

2. Heterofermentative: 

Hexoses via phosphoketolase pathway

Pentoses and hexoses utilised simultaneously

(Gänzle 2015, Duar et al., 2017)



Never-ending species description

0

20
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200

number of species • 1980 Approved List of bacterial names 35
valid species of Lactobacillus

* 1987 Carnobacterium

* 1993 Atopobium

* 1994 Weissella

* 2001 Olsenella

* 2002 Leuconostoc

* 2011 Eggerthia and Kandleria

* 2000-2011 Paralactobacillus

83

* *

*

*

*
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• Lactobacillus (‘Paralactobacillus’)

• Pediococcus

• Enterococcus

• Leuconostoc

• Oenococcus

• Lactococcus

• Streptococcus

Family

Lactobacillaceae

Order Lactobacillales

Phylogenetic framework at order level

84

Main genera of 

Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology

Domain, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species
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2007

108 species

16S rRNA gene sequence analysis

13 groups (≥3 species)

 3 couples

 5 single lines of descent

intermixed with Pediococcus (1 group) 



• L. catenaformis and L. vitulinus 16S rRNA gene 
sequence comparison and phylogenetic
analysis

• phenotypic data
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• 2012

• 152 validly described species

• 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis

 14 groups (≥3 species)

 4 couples

 10 single lines of descent

 intermixed with Pediococcus (1 group) 
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• Lactobacillus

• Pediococcus

• Leuconostoc

• Oenococcus

• Weissella

• Fructobacillus

Heterofermentative species lack

Phosphofructokinase gene

24 phylogenetic groups described

(Duar et al., 2017)

Genome data

88

Type strains sequenced: 

taxonomic value



Sun et al., 2015

• Robust correlation between absence 

of glycolytic Phosphofructokinase 

and heterofermentative species 

 L. hilgardii

 L. buchneri

 L. brevis

 O. oeni

 Leuconostoc spp.

Lactobacillus genomics – metabolic potential
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gap  pgk  tpiA  pgm  eno pdhA  pdhB  pdhC  pdhD 

Lb. amylovorus GRL1112 

Lb. acidophi lus 30SC 

Lb. helveticus DPC4571 

Lb. acidophi lus NCFM 
Lb. crispatus ST1 

Lb. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus ND02 

Lb. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus ATCC 11842T 

Lb. delbrueckii subsp. bulgaricus ATCC BAA-365 

Lb. gasseri ATCC 33323T 

Lb. johnsonii NCC533 
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As diverse as a order
or even as a class?

Sun, Harris, McCann, Guo, Argimón, Zhang et al. (2015) 91



Sun et al., 2015;  Salvetti et al., submitted

genomics 

sequence-based data:

cgMLST – 73 proteins 

rMLST – 29 proteins 

MLST – 12 markers

• Genus Lactobacillus is 

polyphyletic, 

intermixed with 

members of other 

genera

• complex evolutionary 

history

Lactobacillus phylogenomics
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towards a new classification/1

• presence of 
• about 10 consistent groups which can be considered the nuclei for new 

genera - supported by combination of sequence-based and distance-based 
methods (Average Aminoacid Identity and Percentage of conserved proteins)

• few couples and single lines of descent

• Back to the past: Lactobacillaceae and Leuconostocaceae appear to 
be intermixed: a revised classification beyond the genus level 
(family/order)?
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towards a new classification/2

• Principle 1 of Prokaryotic Code (2008 Revision) 
• names should aim at stability, and 

• useless creation of names should be avoided

• careful revaluation of phenotypic characteristics and geno-pheno
matching, discussed among experts (Subcommittee on the taxonomy 
of LAB) 
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Examples in the genus
Lactobacillus
The species level
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Lactobacillus casei

L. casei group includes 3 species:

- L. casei

- L. paracasei

- L. rhamnosus

former “L. zeae” synonym of L. casei
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Lactobacillus casei - group

20 complete and public genome
sequences (GenBank)

- dDDH
http://ggdc.dsmz.de/distcalc2.php

- ANI 
http://enve-omics.ce.gatech.edu

/ani/
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Lactobacillus casei - group
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Lactobacillus casei - group
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Lactobacillus casei - group
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Lactobacillus casei - group
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Lactobacillus casei - group
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Lactobacillus casei - group

• All the strains, except 12A and 
ATCC 334, are reported as 
probiotics 

• Use of name L. casei could 
determine ambiguities and 
difficulty in communication and 
analysis of species-level 
properties

L. casei 12A
L. casei ATCC334
L. casei BD-II
L. casei BL23
L. casei LC2W
L. casei LcA
L. casei LcY
L. casei LOCK919
L. casei str. Zhang
L. casei W56
are more related to
L. paracasei than to
L. casei
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Strain characterization
Safety evaluation

Other strain characteristics
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Safety

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) guidelines (EFSA 2013) requires the absence 
of the genetic make-up for 

• virulence factor (VF), 
• transmissible antibiotic resistance (AR) and 
• other deleterious characteristics

• safety assessments including complete genome sequences
• Bifidobacterium strains (Bennedsen et al. 2011), 
• Lactobacillus plantarum JDM1 (Zhang et al. 2012) 
• Bifidobacterium longum JDM301 (Wei et al. 2012), 
• Streptococcus salivarius strains NU10 and YU10 (Barbour and Philip 2014), 
• Enterococcus faecium NRRL B-2354 (Kopit et al. 2014) 
• Butyricicoccus pulicaecorum 25-3T (Steppe et al. 2014) 
• Lactobacillus helveticus MTCC 5463 (Senan et al. 2015)
• Bacillus coagulans GBI-30, 6086 (Salvetti et al., 2016)
• Lactobacillus helveticus KLDS1.8701 (Li et al., 2017)
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Bacillus coagulans GBI-30, 6086 as a case 
study
• sporeforming lactic acid-producing bacterium, 

• resists the harsh conditions of GIT 
• displays good stability during shelf life (Hyronimus et al. 2000; Maathuis et al. 2010). 
• Commercial name: GanedenBC30™ (BC30), deposited in the American Type Culture Collection as 

B. coagulans PTA-6086.

• probiotic properties :
• improves gastrointestinal quality of life in adults with postprandial intestinal gas-related symptoms

(Kalman et al. 2009); 
• aid in protein, lactose and fructose digestion (Maathuis et al. 2010); 
• antimicrobial activity in distal regions of the GI tract (Honda et al. 2011) and 
• Improvement of some parameters of Clostridium difficile-induced colitis in mice and limitation of 

recurrence (Fitzpatrick et al. 2011; Fitzpatrick et al. 2012). 

• Other aspects include 
• studies assessing its immunomodulatory properties (Jensen et al. 2010; Benson et al. 2012) and 
• stimulating effects on other beneficial genera of bacteria, organic acid production in the elderly 

(Nyangale et al. 2014).
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Preliminary indications on safety

• Safe history of use supported by 
• a toxicological safety assessment (Endres et al. 2009) 

• a 1-year chronic oral toxicity study (Endres et al. 2011). 

• Notice of Ganeden Biotech, Inc. to US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) 
reported unpublished PCR protocols that demonstrated that the strain 
does not contain genes homologous to those encoding known protein 
toxins and haemolysin (Ganeden Biotech, Inc. 2011)   Generally 
Recognized As Safe (GRAS) status in 2012 from the FDA.

• B. coagulans is in the Qualified Presumption of Safety (QPS) list by EFSA as 
feed additive since 2007 (EFSA 2007) thanks to the certified absence of 
toxigenic potential.
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Antibiotic resistance - phenotype

Phenotypic tests were performed, and results 
were compared to MIC cut-off values for 
Bacillus species 

GBI-30, 6086 was 

- resistant to kanamycin and streptomycin
• MIC values > 1500 mg/L 
• MIC cut-off values for Bacillus species 8 mg/L or 

64 mg/L according to a previous EU document

- susceptible to ampicillin (0.125 mg/L), 
chloramphenicol (0.25 mg/L), ciprofloxacin (0.03 
mg/L), clindamycin (0.125 mg/L), erythromycin
(0.125 mg/L), gentamycin (0.031 mg/L), linezolid
(0.06 mg/L), neomycin (2 mg/L), rifampicin
(0.016 mg/L), tetracycline (0.25 mg/L), 
trimethoprim (0.063 mg/L), vancomycin (0.063 
mg/L) and virginiamycin (0.016 mg/L).
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Antibiotic resistance - genotype

• Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) (AR-related 
genes (E < 1e-2, coverage > 70 % and similarity > 30 %).

• Identification of 109 putative AR genes:  
• transporters (57), 
• genes modulating the antibiotic efflux (9), 
• genes associated with resistance to daptomycin (6), polymyxin (1), 

streptothricin (1), penicillin (5), vancomycin (13), elfamycin (1), rifampin (2), 
sulphonamide (1), macrolides (as erythromycin, streptogramin and 
chloramphenicol) (2), fluoroquinolone (2), aminocoumarin (2) trimethoprim 
(1), 

• other genes related to a non-specified antibiotic resistance (4) and 
aminoglycosides (2). 
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Antibiotic resistance

• The two identified aminoglycoside resistance genes
1. IE89_07115  ribosomal protein S12 of subunit 30S 

• the ribosome alteration is one of the main aminoglycoside resistance mechanisms that 
can be mediated by 16S rRNA methylases and methyltransferases or intrinsic 
mechanisms as chromosomal mutations 

• No other rRNAmethylases or methyltransferases were detected  it can be assumed 
that B. coagulans GBI-30, 6086 underwent events of mutation in IE89_07115, thus, 
becoming intrinsically resistant. 

• The absence of mobile elements in the surrounding regions suggests the low risk of 
gene transfer
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Antibiotic resistance

• The two identified aminoglycoside resistance genes
2. IE89_03650  aminoglycoside 3-Nacetyltransferase. 

• Gene similar (e-value: 3e-41; similarity: 31, 36 %, query coverage 98 %) to the gene 
encoding for an aminoglycoside 3-N-acetyltransferase from a Micromonospora chalcea
isolate. 

• analysis of the flanking regions: 
• the gene is co-localized on the chromosome with a gene encoding for a multidrug transporter 

MatE (IE89_03645), and this organization is detectable in all available B. coagulans genomes 
in NCBI 

• no mobile elements as transposases and insertion sequences in the flanking regions of the 
gene very low risk of HGT
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Antibiotic resistance/5

• The phenotypic and genomic analysis of AR in B. coagulans GBI-30, 
6086 showed:

• phenotypic resistance to streptomycin and kanamycin.

• probable determinants for this resistance appear to be not easily 
transferrable to other bacteria

•  support to the safety of this strain with respect to antibiotic resistance. 

• no other AR phenotypes despite the genes highlighted
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Biogenic amine production: pheno-geno

• HPLC analyses  tyramine, histamine, putrescine, cadaverine and 
phenyletilamine, and the polyamines, spermine and spermidine, were 
not produced by B. coagulans GBI-30, 6086 in the conditions used

• genes for BA production were generally absent, except entire 
metabolic pathway

• from arginine to putrescine

• from putrescine to spermidine

• carboxyspermidine dehydrogenase/carboxyspermidine decarboxylase
(CASDH/CASDC) system

 Could those compounds be produced in gut-like conditions?
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Putative virulence factors/VFDB

• BLAST analysis against the Virulence Factor Database (VFDB)(Chen et 
al. 2012)

• Identification of 200 genes putatively related to virulence (E < 1e-2, 
coverage > 70 % and similarity > 30%)

• eight genes were classified as related to defense mechanisms, annotated as:
• Multidrug transporters and resistance proteins (also previously detected by CARD),
• a peroxidase
• an alkyl hydroperoxide reductase, essential to adapt in response to redox changes (Zuo

et al. 2014).

• several putative VFs: the majority related to extracellular structures 
 could represent essential probiotic traits for the adhesion to the host cells, 
or for the sporulation mechanism!
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Putative virulence factors/2

• According to Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/), most of these genes were defensive or non-
classical virulence factors, such as determinants related to:

• transcription, translation, post-translational modifications, 
• ribosomal structure and biogenesis, 
• replication, recombination and repair, 
• cell motility, 
• signal transduction mechanisms, 
• intra- and extracellular transportation, 
• metabolism and transport of lipids, coenzymes, amino acids and carbohydrates, 
• signal transduction mechanisms, 
• cell cycle control, 
• cell division and chromosome partitioning,
• protein turnover and chaperones, 
• energy production and conversion and 
• membrane biogenesis. 
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Putatively adverse metabolites/1

• BLASTX analysis showed that B. coagulans GBI-30, 6086 does not carry:
• any known enterotoxin genes

• genes encoding for surfactins, cyclic lipopeptides (create damages to the host 
epithelial and sperm cells) produced by all haemolytic Bacillus strains 

• genes encoding for other lipopeptides with toxin activity as the fengycin and the 
lychenisin (EFSA 2011)

• genes encoding for the haemolysin BL, the non-haemolytic enterotoxin (Nhe, mostly 
associated with diarrhoeal outbreaks), the enterotoxins K and T and the emetic toxin 
(cereulide) (EFSA 2011)

 confirming the toxicological analysis previously performed (Endres et al. 
2009)
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Stability of the genome/1 

• presence of proteins annotated as transposases
• 9 complete transposase-encoding genes were identified, but none of their 

flanking genes were associated with AR or other putatively adverse genes.

• ProphageFinder:
• presence of 2 prophage-like elements:

• no gene was found for the tail tape measure protein, one of the phage essential 
proteins, no attL and attR sites in both the prophage regions  defective and non-
functional phages
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Proposed modus operandi
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Other interesting databases

• CARD

for function identification

• Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 

• Carbohydrate-Active enZYmes Database http://www.cazy.org/

• database of Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins (COG) 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/COG/COG2014/static/lists/listCOGs.html
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Eventually…
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Taxonomy and metagenomic data
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Getting sense from metagenomic data

• Amplicon sequencing (16S partial 
sequencing) and OTU assignments

• 97% as threshold for OTU assignment

• SNPs (DADA2 R package)

• Tax4Fun, R Package 
(http://tax4fun.gobics.de/) to infer 
metabolic capabilities

• WMS
• Strain level? (Segata mSystems. 2018 

Mar 13;3(2). pii: e00190-17. doi: 
10.1128/mSystems.00190-17)
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Phylogenetic analysis
From Baldauf 2003
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Phylogenetic analysis

• is a powerful tool for sorting and interpreting molecular data. 

• With a very basic understanding of general principles and conventions
it is possible to glean valuable information from a phylogenetic tree, 
e.g., on the origin, evolution and possible function of genes and the 
proteins they might encode
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Terminology

• A phylogenetic tree is a graph, composed of 
branches (edges) and nodes

• Branches connect nodes

• A node is the point at which two (or more) 
branches diverge. 

• Branches and nodes can be internal or external
(terminal). 

• internal node hypothetical last common ancestor
(LCA) of everything arising from it

• Terminal nodes sequences from which the tree was
derived (also referred to as operational taxonomic units
or ‘OTUs’). 

• Trees can be made up of multigene families (gene 
trees) or a single gene from many taxa (species
trees, at least theoretically) or a combination of 
the two. In the first case, the internal nodes
correspond to gene duplication events, in the 
second to speciation events.
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Groups

• Trees are about groupings

• A node and everything arising from it
is a ‘clade’ or a ‘monophyletic group’. 

• A monophyletic group is a natural
group; all members are derived from a 
unique common ancestor (with 
respect to the rest of the tree) and 
have inherited a set of unique
common traits (characters) from it. 

• A group excluding some of its
descendents is a paraphyletic group
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Trees

• Intuitively we draw trees from the 
ground up (Fig. a). 

• To make large tree more readable, we
can expand the nodes (Fig. b) and turn 
the tree on its side (Fig. c). 

•  tree grows left to right, and all the 
labels are horizontal

• easier to read and to annotate
• widths of the nodes have no meaning

• all branches can rotate freely about
the plane of their nodes, so all trees in 
Fig. are identical (except tree F, 
unrooted)
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Trees

• trees are usually drawn with 
proportional branch lengths the 
lengths of the branches correspond to 
the amount of evolution (roughly, % 
seq divergence) between the two
nodes they connect (Fig. a–f)

• the longer the branches the more 
relatively divergent (highly evolved) 
are the sequences attached to them

• Alternatively, trees can be drawn to 
display branching patterns only
(‘cladograms’) lengths of the 
branches have no meaning (Fig. g), 
(rarely done with molecular sequence
trees)
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Root and outgroup

• The root is the base of a phylogenetic tree

• It is the oldest point in the tree it implies
the order of branching in the rest of the tree

• Branching order who shares a more recent
common ancestor with whom. 

• The only way to root a tree is with an 
‘outgroup’, an external point of reference.  
An outgroup is anything that is not a natural
member of the group of interest (i.e. the 
‘ingroup’)

• In the absence of a certain outgroup, place
the root in the middle of the tree (at its
midpoint), or don’t root the tree (Fig. f)
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Homology

• Evolution is about homology
similarity due to common 
ancestry

• Homologues can be 
• Orthologues: only duplicate when

their host divides, strictly vertically
transmitted their phylogeny
traces that of their host lineage

• Paralogues: come from gene 
duplications, member of a 
multigenic family
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The problem with paralogues

• Inference of species
relationships with paralogues
can lead to troubles

• if all copies of two paralogues are 
in the tree, OK (Fig b), also, there
are two mirror phylogenies and 
paralogues can serve as each
other’s natural outgroup

• if some of the copies are missing, 
phylogeny is misleading (Fig. c)
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Building trees

Five steps

1. Assembling a dataset

2. Multiple sequence alignment

3. Trees

4. Tests

5. Data presentation
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Step 1. Assembling a dataset

• Finding and retrieving sequences from the public domain  (GenBank, 
EMBL, DDBJ)

• Avoid text search, prefer sequence similarity search (Blast)
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Step 2. Multiple sequence alignment

• Steps in progressive sequence 
alignment 

• guide tree which determines the 
order in which sequences are 
added to the growing alignment

• Refinement of the alignment
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Step 2. Multiple sequence alignment

• inspect alignment carefully

• decide what should and should not
be included in the analysis

• General rule: delete all positions 
with gaps plus any adjacent, 
ambiguously aligned positions (i.e. 
columns in the alignment)

• In case of protein-encoding gene: 
analysis of DNA or protein? 

• Protein for more distant relationships
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Step 3. Trees 

• Methods, two general categories: 
• distance-matrix methods, also known as clustering or algorithmic methods

(e.g. UPGMA, neighbour-joining, Fitch–Margoliash);
• transformation of all sequence information into a distance matrix, which is then analyzed 

using an algorithm for clustering the taxa. Building a tree with this method is fast but all 
sequence information is lost in the process

• discrete data methods, also known as tree searching methods (e.g., 
maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML), or Bayesian).

distance methods are much faster than discrete data methods

Discrete data methods are time-consuming because all the sequence 
information is used for the evaluation of the best phylogenetic tree
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Step 3. Trees

• Distance: relatively simple and straightforward
• a single statistic, the distance (roughly, the percent sequence difference), is

calculated for all pairwise combinations of OTUs, and then the distances are 
assembled into a tree

• Discrete data methods examine each column of the alignment separately
and look for the tree that best accommodates all of this information

• Discrete data analysesare information rich; there is an hypothesis for every column
in the alignment, so you can trace the evolution at specific sites in the molecule (e.g. 
catalytic sites or regulatory regions)

• Models are many and complex either
• Packages (inexpensive or free) for phylogenetic analysis are PHYLIP, Mega 

and PAUP*, implementing a variety of models and methods
• MrBayes, PhyloBayes and BEAST for Bayesian phylogeny
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Step 4. Tests – the bootstrap

• Bootstrapping: so how good is the tree?

• The simplest test of phylogenetic accuracy is the bootstrap

• Bootstrapping tests whether your whole dataset is supporting your
tree, or if the tree is just a marginal winner among many nearly equal
alternatives
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Boostrap analysis

1. The dataset is randomly sampled
with replacement to create 
multiple pseudo-datasets of the 
same size as the original

2. Individual trees are constructed
from each of the pseudo-
datasets

3. Each of the pseudo-dataset trees
are scored for which nodes
(groupings) appear and how
often

In this case, a node uniting seqA plus seqB is found in two of 
the three replicate trees, this gives a bootstrap support for this
grouping of 2/3 or 67%
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Step 5. Data presentation

• Branch lengths are almost always drawn to scale: that is, proportional
to the amount of evolution estimated to have occurred along them.

• Lengths still give a good general impression of relative rates of change
across a tree. 

• Bootstrap values should be displayed as percentages, not raw values: 
this makes the tree easier to read and to compare with other trees. 

• By convention, only bootstrap values of 50% or higher are reported; 
lower values mean that the node in question was found in less than
half of the bootstrap replicates.
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Issues

• Long branches
• The most problematic and pervasive problem in molecular phylogeny

• the ‘long branch attraction’ is the tendency of highly divergent sequences
(i.e. those with long terminal branches) to group together in a tree regardless
of their true relationships

• Sampling/over- or under-representation of some taxa, might impact 
of tree reconstruction
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Multi Locus Sequence Analysis

• Be careful with alignments and 
sequence frames!

• Usually 5-7 genes

• At least 30 genes for genome-
level comparison (Chun et al., 
2018)
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